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摘  要 
 








































Exercise of recalling right is the key aspect of retention of ownership. The 
existing laws in our country regulate ownership retention, but not include recalling 
right and its exercise. The author refers to the laws of foreign countries and Taiwan 
Area of China, all kinds of related thesis home and abroad, then proposes his own 
opinion.   
Besides the preface and conclusion part, this article is formed by the following 
four chapters: 
Chapter One Introduction of Recalling Right: the author introduces in detail the 
concept of recalling right and recalling legislation in different countries and areas. 
Upon analysis of relative theories, the author holds that it is not proper to include the 
content of regaining and resale in recalling regulation, and then proposes the new 
concept of recalling right. 
Chapter Two Theories & Comments on the Legal nature of Recalling Right: the 
author mainly introduces four representative theories on the legal nature of recalling 
right. Upon deep analysis on the four theories, the author agrees that the recalling 
right shall be construed as the special procedure for seller to claim payment. 
Chapter Three Exercise of Recalling Right: the author makes detailed analysis on 
the condition, range, way and impact in exercising recalling right basing on its 
concept, theories and legislation examples. The author holds that recalling right can 
not be exercised with payment claim at the same time, but can be exercised together 
with the claim of default liability and contract termination when the condition permits. 
Chapter Four Limitation on Exercise of Recalling Right: the author analyses the 
limitations on exercise of recalling right in case that ownership retention collides with 
third party’s acquisition in good faith and real rights for security. The author agrees 
that retention of ownership should be registered as chattel security in Taiwan Area, 
China. 
In the conclusion part, the author makes conclusion on the retention of ownership 
and suggestion on the legislation of ownership retention including recalling right in 
our country. 
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付款买卖法》第 5 条以及《消费者信贷法》第 13 条第 3 款、德国《民法典》第
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